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EXPONENTIALLY DISCOUNTED ESTIMATES AND 
OSCILLATIONS IN LINEAR CONTROLLED SYSTEMS 
MONIKA LAUSMANOVA 
Slow unmodelled oscillations of a system are regarded as a parameter and estimated by the discounted 
least squares method. The estimate is used to eliminate the oscillations. Properties of the procedure 
are presented for vanishing discount factor. The application is shown on the example of a computer 
controlled system. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Exponential discounting of information. rn estimating the parameters of a system is often 
used in adapt ive control (cf. [2]). The present paper deals with a method to eliminate 
periodical oscillations in linear systems. This method consists in using estimates with 
small discount factor A, i .e . the oscillations are assumed to be slow. This makes it 
possible to analyze the procedure by means of asymptotic expressions as A —• 0 + . Ap-
plication and interpretation of the results are shown on the example of a second order 
system with computer control (see Fig. 1), which is calculated in detail. The formulation 
of the problem in this paper is related to the results in [3], [4]. 
Fig. 1. 
We consider a stochastic iinear controlled system, which is modelled by the following 
differential equation 
dXt = fXtdt + b(at)dt + Utdt + dWu te (-00,00), (1) 
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where 
b(at) = 60 + a] bx + • • • + a
p





is the p-dimensional vector of parameters . Xt is the n-dimensional s tate vector and Ut 
is the m-dimensional control signal. Let / be a stable (n x n)-matr ix , bo, &i,. • •, bp be 
n-dimensional linearly independent vectors, b be the (n xp)-mat r ix , the columns of which 
are formed by 6,, i = l , . . . , p . W = {Wt, t € (—00, 00)} is the n-dimensional Wiener 
process with incremental variance matrix h, i. e. 
dWtdWl = hdt. 
Further, in Remark 1 it is stated tha t in the case treated here the existence of a solution 
of (1) for t £ (—00, 00) can be assumed. 
The term b(at) represents undesirable oscillations, at is assumed to be unknown. 
These oscillations are to be decreased by the control signal. 
2. DISTRIBUTION O F ESTIMATE 
The quanti ty at is estimated as a constant a, since the oscillations are assumed to be 
slow. The est imate aT is obtained from the observations of Xt, t G (—00, T), by the 
least squares method with exponential discounting. Slow changes of a are matched by 
the discounting. 
Let A be the discount factor, A > 0. Small discount factor improves the accuracy of 
the est imate, but reduces its sensibility to parameter changes. 
The following expression is minimized 
/ ext Uxt -fXt- 6(a) - ( / . ) ' * (xt -fXt- 6(a) - (7.) - X'jx] dt, (2) 
where £ is a positively semidefinite symmetric matrix. In (2) the undefined term 
f_ X't eXt dt is cancelled and the other terms with Xt have Xtdt which is rewrit ten as 
dA' (. Equat ing the gradient of (2) with respect to a to zero we obtain the relation 
/ eXtQdta"T= I e
ML(dXt - fXtdt-b0 dt-Utdt). (3) 
Q and L are constant matrices, 
Q = b'eb, L = b'L 
From (1) we obtain 
fT/\ rT/x 
Q eXt(aT/x-at)dt = Q e
XtLdWt. 
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Since at is assumed to represent slow oscillations we write 
a , = a(Xt), 
where a(y), y 6 (—00,00), is a piecewise continuous periodic function and A is the 
discount factor t reated as a small parameter . Using the substitution y = A t we obtain 
after rearrangements 
1 
v 7 ! 
(«T/A - [ e(ï-T)«(y)dy) = ̂ Q-x f''>-T/A)IdH/(. (4) 
Denote by a(T) the integral on the left-hand side of (4). The distribution of 
YT = -L {aTly - a(T)) 
is seen from (4) to be independent of the control signal Ut. It is independent of the 
discount factor A, as well. Namely, calculating the covariance function of the integral on 
the right-hand side of (4) we obtain the following proposition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. The process {Yt} is Gaussian with zero mean and covariance func-
tion 
EY ( Y ; = i e -
| ' - ' l Q - , LhL'Q'\ 
Now we aim to derive the differential equation for the est imate a*. To eliminate the 
oscillations represented in (1) by b(at) the control signal 
Ut = -(bo + ba*t) (5) 
is introduced. The true value of a , is replaced by its est imate a*. (1) is rewritten as 
dXt=fXtdt + b(at-a*t)dt + dWt. (6) 
R e m a r k 1. The periodicity of a(y) and the stability of / can be used to establish 
the existence of a weak solution of (6)-on the interval (—00,00). 
From (3) it follows 
PAT fT 
-—-a*T= e
A i Q-x L (dXt - fXt dt + 6a* dt). (7) 
A Loo 
Differentiating (7) and using the relation Q _ 1 Lb = I one obtains 
d a* = A Q - 1 L(dXt - fXt dt) = \Q-
XL(h(at - a*)d< + dWt). (8) 
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3. MEAN AND VARIANCE OF STATE VECTOR 
The efficiency of the control (5) can be often expressed adequately by means of the 
average of a quadratic form X[ r Xt, where r is a suitable positively semidefinite matrix. 
To investigate the criterion first the asymptotic expansion of the mean and of the variance 
matrix of XT/A will be obtained in this section. 
The solution of (6) can be represented in the form 
Xt = I e
( t- s ) /6(a. -a"s)ds+ f e
{t~')} AWt. 
Let a(y) be continuously differentiable. Denote 
AT = f e^T-y'>}/xb(a(y)-a(y))dy/X, 
[T fT/X 




[(•(A*, A) - *(T, A)) XQ-llesX + e~s}] dWs. 
Let A —> 0+. Using relations 
eT'lA *(A,, A) = -e^T/x-^}e-sXf-1+0(X), 
eT}/x$(T,\) = - e - T / - a + o ( A ) , 
we obtain after rearrangements the following expansion 
rT/x 
XT/X = A




where 0(Xk) denotes a term XkR with ER2 < oo. Using the Periodicity and the differ-
entiability of a(y) it is proved that 
AT = - f-1 b(a(T) - a(T)) + Xf-2b(a'(T) - a'(T)) + o(A2). 
Thus A'T/A has normal distribution with the mean 
EAT/A = A
T = AT + AAT + O(A2), (10) 
W h e l ' e AT = -f-H(a(T)-a(T)), ( 1 1 ) 
AT = / - 2 6 ( a ' ( T ) - o ' ( T ) ) = / - 2 6 ( a ' T - a ( f ) + a(r))-
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The last but one term in (9) has the same distribution as the s tate vector Xt in the case 
of no oscillations. Hence its variance matrix S satisfies 
fS + Sf + h = 0. 
After calculating the covariance matrices of the separate terms in (9) one obtains the 
variance matr ix of XT/X as 
varXT/x = (12) 
= S + \\-r2hLlQ-1-Q-1Lhf-2'+l-rlQ-xLhL,Q-1f-v-r1D-Dlf-A+0(\2), 
where D is the solution of 
fD + Df + hL'Q~l = 0. 
The variance mat r ix of the s tate vector XT/X does not depend on oscillations. 
4. P E R F O R M A N C E OF CRITERION 
Introduce the criterion 
C = - f EX'T/xrXT/xáT, 
T Jo 
where r is a positively semidefinite matrix and r is the period of the function a(y) 
representing the oscillations. Then (10), (12) imply 
EXT/xrXT/x = (A
T + \AT)'r(AT + \AT)+ trace (r(S + As,)) + o(A2), (13) 
where S, denotes the expression in square brackets in (12). 
In what follows we shall investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the criterion as 
A —+ 0 + in the case tha t 
a(y) = s\Vi2iruiy. 
From (11), (13) performing the calculations it follows 
C = u j " EX'T/Xr XT/xdT =
 l- (F[rF, + F^rF2) + t race (r(S + AS ,)) + o(A
2), (14) 
where 
* = T%&?(-r^rH). 
Approximation with an error of first order in A is given as 
c = \\T(2Lyb'rX'rrH+ trace(^) + °(A)- (15) 
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5. EXAMPLE 
Consider the system the block diagram of which is in Figure 1. To the output of the 
system with transfer function 
* • > - . - - & + ] , • 
where h — l/a2> h = a\/a2, sinusoidal oscillations are added. To reduce the oscillations 
the control u is added to the input. It results that 
y = H(s) (x + u) + sin tpt, 
which is equivalent to 
y" + hy' + hy = h(x + «) + a(t), (16) 
where 
a(t) -s h sin ft + fh c o s Vt — V2 s i n Vt- (17) 
Q(<) is assumed to be unknown. Since the oscillations are slow, a(t) is estimated as a 
constant by the least squares method with exponential discounting. The estimate aT at 
time T is obtained by minimizing the expression 
/ : e
Af (y" + hy' + hy - h(* + «0 - «)2 <&• 
Equating the derivative with respect to a to zero yields 
AT [T 
—a*T = J e
xt(y" + fiy' + hy-h(x + u))dt. (18) 
Differentiating (18) and setting to eliminate the oscillations 
ut = -a;/h (i9) 
one obtains 
da* = X(y" + hy' + hy-hx)dt. (20) 
This equation corresponds to (8). The Laplace transform of (20) has the following form 
sa* = \(s2 + / , - + h)y~ A/2z- (21) 
Let us now take the viewpoint of computer control. Namely, let .us assume that the 
input and the output are measured in discrete times with sampling interval A and let 
the control signal be a constant uk in the interval [fcA, (A: + 1)A). Backward Euler 
approximation is applied to (21), i.e. the passage to the z-transform is performed by 
substituting s = (z — \) / Az. Then after rearrangements one obtains 
«fc = «I-i + (•£ + A/i + AA/2J yk ~ (— + AM yk_x + -< / ,_ 2 - AA/2xA, (22) 
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where Xk, yk denote the values of the input and of the output at time kA. Let 
"° = - ( 4 + ̂  + AA). » = -fr+Afc. 
p2 = — A / A/2 , qo = AA. 
(19), (22) yield the recursive relation for the control signal 
uk = uk-i + p0yk + PiVk-i + PiVk-7 + qoXk- (23) 
In what follows the criterion under the control (23) will be investigated. The input is 
assumed to be colored noise, i. e. 
dXt = -cXtdt + dW
3, c > 0. (24) 
In addition the white noise W2 is introduced into equation (16). The stochastic state 
model for X = (X\X2, X3)' is constructed by setting X1 = y, X2 - y', X3 = x. Then 
from (16), (24) it follows 
/ 0 1 0 \ / 0 \ / 0 \ 
<-*t = - / 2 , - / , , /2 Xtdt + ( /> I tftdt + ( 1 ] a(t)dt + dWt 
\ 0 0 -c) V 0 / W (25) 
/ Xtdt + g Utdt + b a(t)dt + dWt, 
where Wt = (0, W
2, VV3) is the Wiener process with incremental variance matrix h, 
/ 0, 0, 0 \ 
dWtdW't = hdt= 0, h2, 0 dt, h2>0,h3>0. (26) 
\ 0, 0, h3 ) 
The control is defined by Ut = Uk for interval t € [kA, (k + 1)A), where u* is given by 
(23) in recursive form. 
To evaluate the precision of formulas (14), (23) we calculate the value of the criterion 
°,=t r*Ew'•x^'du (27) 
This criterion expresses the mean quadratic difference between the input and the output. 
In this case the matrix r in (14) has the form 
/ 1 0 - 1 \ 
r = 0 0 0 . (28) 
V - l 0 1 / 
Next we aim to construct the discrete recursive model for XkA- The solution of (25) 
í + д = e
A % + í e ( д -'" f f ds Ut + (29) 
/
Д лД 
e ( д- s ) /6a(ť + s)ds+ e ( д - 5 ) ťdЖ ( + J . 
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Denote exp(Aj) by A = («y),-,j-i,2,3 a n ( l t n e ^Tst integral on the right-hand side of (29) 
by B = (61,62,03)'. Then B fulfils the following equation 
fB = Ag-g. 
The second integral in (29) is equal to the term 
£>i cos ipt + D2 sin ipt, 
where 
and it holds 




( / + <r>2f') A Y = -bcos v?A + ^/ - '6s in y>A + A b 
(j + V2j_1) A z - -<pf~lbcos<pA - b&m<pA + <pf~lAb. 
The stochastic integrál in (29) 
E, = í Є
( д ~ s ) / dWs+t 
(30) 
has zero mean and the variance matrix H satisfying 
fH + Hf'-AhA'-h, 
where h is given by (26). 
Using the calculated quantities we obtain from (29) the discrete system 
Xk+i ~ AXk + Buk + Dx cos ipkA + D2sm <pkA + Ek. 
Xk, Ek stand for Xk&, Ek&. 
To obtain the value of criterion (27) the extended discrete model for 
X,t = (yk, y'k, xk, yk-\, yk-z, Wfc-i)' is introduced. Relations (23), (32) imply that 
where 
Xfc+1 = F Xfc + Di cos ipkA + D 2 sin ipkA + Ek, 
l«n+6iPo, a12, ai 3 + 6i9o, &1P1, &1P2, h} 
a2\ + b2po, a22, a23 + b2qo, 62pi, 62P2, 62 
a3i+63po, a32, a33 + b3q0, b3px, b3p2, b3 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
V Po ° <7o Pl P2 1 J 
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{Efc} = {(Efc, 0, 0, 0)'} is the random noise with variance matrix H. 
First the mean and the variance matrix of X^ will be calculated. From (33) it follows 
X, = ] T F J (D, cos ip{k - j) A + D2 sin p(fc - j) A) + £ F
J E*-,-, (34) 
3=0 }-0 
and hence after rearrangements 
EX t = cos^fc (
1J ] -
2 J2) +s'mtpk (
2Jj +1 J2) , 
where Ĵ  = (lJ(., 2J'{), i = 1,2, satisfies the following equation 
/ F c o s ^ , - F s h ^ \ \ / D , \ 
V Fsinv, Fcostp ) ) \ 0 ) v 
From (34) 
V = E (Xfc - E X t ) (X* - EXfc)' = 5Z
 FJ H F'J 
i=o 
which implies that V fulfils 
F V F ' + H = V . (36) 
The criterion (27) has for discrete time system (32) the following equivalent 
2TT/V>A 2 J T / » > A 
C = | ^ E ZXLrX> = Z-Y, EX*RX* 
fc=i fc=i 
with obvious definition of R. The quantity 2n / y>A is assumed to be an integer. The 
value of C is obtained from 
^A 2^e 
C = — 2 J EX f cREX f c+ trace fVR) 
"" fc=i 
by solving the linear equations (30), (31), (35), (36). 
Using the denotations 
V = K), , J =1 6, 
j ; = (1j;,2j;) = (j1
, , . . . , jf ,j ,7 , . . . , j /2) , . = 1,2, 
we get for r as in (28) 
C = i [(J1 - J2
7 - J,3 + J2
9)2 + (J!7 + J\ - J? - J3)2] + vu - 2t;13 + v33. (37) 
We return to the approximation of (37) as it is presented in Section 4. Set in (17) 
ip = 2TTWA. 
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1 + (2тrw) 
(2ҡш) 
1 + (2тrш)2 
7 [-/2/-1Ь + A(27rW)
2(-/1/-
16 + / 2 / -
2 è)] , 
[ - / 2 Г 1 ö - A ( / 1 Г
1 6 + / 2 / -
2ò)] . 
Since a(t) = / 2 sin27rwAi + 0(A), an approximation of C with an error of first order in 
A follows from (15), 
c = \ _ (27TU) , u fj+Ą+Ф . , 
2 1 + (2тru,)2 + 2 Vc/Í + / , / i + c2/i 3 / Һ~2Һ2)+0[X)- (38) 
Numerical results 
For the constants ai = 4 , a2 — 0.01 the values of (37) in dependence on A, u>, A are 
compared with (38) in the following table 
(37) A = 0.05 A = 0.1 
ш = 0.5 w = 0.1 ш = 0.5 w = 0.1 
Д = 0.5 0.5623 0.2471 0.5656 0.2479 
Д = 0.1 0.5587 0.2462 0.5586 0.2460 
(38) 0.5588 0.2463 0.5588 0.2463 
It holds trace (r S) = 0.1048. This is the value of C if there are no oscillations. The 
unreduced oscillations increase the quadratic difference between the input and the output 
by sin* (ft, hence in average by 0.5. Therefore in this case C — 0.6048. 
(Received July 9, 1991.) 
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